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Red Dress. No Straps / 8min / United Kingdom / 2018
Wri/Dir/Prod: Maryam Mohajer
1985. Tehran. Iran-Iraq war. An ordinary evening at the grandparents’. ‘Marmar’ still remembers
the ‘death to America’ chants from the other day at school; the head teacher was telling them to

say it. She is listening to granddad’s favourite radio program; The voice of America. She’s also eagerly waiting 
for granny to make her a dress exactly the same as one worn by the American Popstar; bright red, no straps.

Best Game Ever / 20min / Hungary / 2018
Wri/Dir: Kristóf Deák | Prod: László Dreissiger, Anna Udvardy, Gábor Osváth
When two CCTV technicians find out about an AI machine threatening their jobs, they 
must get out of their chairs to beat the system – leading them to an unexpected solution. 

The new short film of Academy Award-winner Kristóf Deák.

A Target / 8min / Finland / 2018
Wri/Dir: Antti Heikki Pesonen | Prod: Miia Haavisto
Arto is waiting for his wife & child in his car. As they return from the store they tell him 
that an unknown man harassed them. Arto decides to take the law into his own hands &

plans to make a video to shame the man on social media.

Phone Duty / 8min / Russian Federation / 2018
Wri/Dir/Prod: Lenar Kamalov | Prod: Natalia Frolova
A Donbass rebel fighter with a nom de guerre Cat is ordered to sit on phone duty, but it’s
not as easy as it may seem.

Flowing Through Wonder / 14min / France / 2018
Wri/Dir: Joanna Lurie , Jean-Marc Bouzigues | Prod: Christian Pfohl
It’s time for the villagers to start their journey. They cross the perilous water in nutshells, 
with their loved ones to their final destination…where the blue sky & the blue ocean meet up. 

When do we leave the world of the living?

Rise Of A Star / 18min / France / 2018
Wri: Stephane Landowski | Dir: Stephane Landowski | Prod: Boris Mendza
Emma is about to be the new Ballerina at Paris Opera. But something upsets her. A secret.
A secret liable to undermine what she has spent a whole life on. Starring Catherine Deneuve.

Magic Alps / 15min / Italy / 2018
Wri/Dir: Andrea Brusa, Marco Scotuzzi | Wri: Giuseppe Isoni | Prod: Andrea Italia
An Afgani refugee arrives in Italy with his goat and seeks political asylum for both 
of them.

Wildebeest / 19min / Belgium / 2017
Wri/Dir: Nicolas Keppens, Matthias Phlips | Prod: Brecht van Elslande, Bert Lesaffer
Going on a safari is a dream for many. For middle-aged couple Linda and Troyer, 
it turns into a horribly real adventure when they get left behind in the wilderness.

Between The Shadows / 13min / Portugal / 2018
Wri/Dir: Mónica Santos, Alice Guimarães | Prod: Nuno Amorim, Vanessa Ventura, 
Jean-François Le Corre, Mathieu Courtois, Pedro
Natália, trapped in a tedious job, engages in a search for a stolen heart. In a world 

where hearts can be deposited in a bank, the protagonist faces a dilemma: give her heart or keep it to herself.

 Total Runtime: 123min
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